
MARRiAGE Can PROFIT From 
'That, Says Rita S. Halle, Is Cfhe 

I HAVE just come back from the largest 
burial ground of dead loves in the world 
-the little town where six days of 

every week disillusioned men and women 
admit to the world that their marriages 
have failed, and free themselves from the 
bonds that have become hateful to them. 
I have sat in the courtroom while every ten 
minutes another story has been told, an
other man or woman restored to the status 
of an unmarried person. I have heard 
every type, every age, every nationality, 
every race, and every creed tell, haltingly 
or tearfully, or in rarer instances, coldly 
and bitterly, the story of his wrecked hap
piness. I have talked with them. I have 
talked, too, with their lawyers and with 
the judges, who, despite the common
placeness of these stories in their lives, still 
seem to have an understanding and a 
sympathy for the heartache behind each 
of them. 

I went to visit this town, not out of 
curiousity, not with the expectation of 
viewing it as a city of abandon, a place for 
legalizing immorality, but because Reno 
is a clearing house for human misery. I 
went there to get material for an article, 
not on divorce. but on marriage. I went 
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Judge Curler 
(right) and his 
colleague, Judge 
Moran, grant di
vorce decrees at 
the average rate 
of one every ten 
minutes. Occa
sionally Judge 
Moran stops a 
divorce hearing 
to perform 
a marriage 

there to see from the reverse what was 
wrong with the picture. I felt that there, 
where one hears so constantly and clearly 
why marriage has failed, I might learn what 
could be done--or avoided-to make it 
succeed. 
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And, in my stay in Reno, I did learn 
many things about that. But, first of all, 
I learned the difference between a divorce 
colony as it is pictured in the movies and 
the popular magazines, and the colony as 
it really is. For despite the steady line of 
swinging lights announcing this dub and 
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After a time no difference, no quar
little grievances, hurts, and quarrels 
background of discontent, it is 

that; despite the brilliant sign which, flung 
across the main street, proclaims this "The 
Biggest Little City in the World"; despite 
open gambling, from the fashionable 
Willows outside the town to the slot ma
chines that beguile the nickels of stenog
raphers and telephone operators in every 
soda fountain and shoe-shine parlor; 
despite the innumerable speakeasies that 



DIVORCE 
Lesson I Learned At Reno 

rei, stands alone. It gathers up all the 
-and magnifies them. With this 
easy to forget hopes of happiness 

make little pretense of hiding behind their 
peep-hole doors-underneath and behind 
all is stark individual tragedy. Like most 
real tragedy, it does not show on the sur
face, but the faintest scratch beneath that 
surface leaves one stirred and saddened
makes one understand why, among the 
fine men and women who are the perma
nent residents of Reno, there is no intoler-

The courthouse at Reno, 
Nevada, clearing house for 
human misery, where six 
days of every week dis
illusioned men and wo
men admit to the world 
that their marriages 
have failed. Here, 
where one hears so 
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constantly of This was appar
ent to me, too, from 

the beginning. The 

wrecked happi
ness, is a good 

place to learn 
what can be 
done-or 
avoided-

first case I heard was 
that of a boy hardly 

older than my own 
twenty-year-old son, who to make 

marriage told how Virginia, to 
whom he had been married 
less than a year, had one 

day left him-and had never 

ance, no smug judging of their temporary 
residents. Constant and intimate contact 
with the men and women who sign the six
weeks leases on the kitchenette apart
ments that abound throughout the town, 
or who sit about the numerous cheap 
boarding-house tables or in the expensive 
restaurants, has taught them that few 
people break their marriage tics lightly, 
that most of them come to this little town, 
set down amidst its breath-taking beauty 
of mountains and lakes, only at the end of 
a long emotional strain. 

a sue-

let herself be heard from 
again. He was still bewildered, 

and there was a deep hurt in 
his voice and eyes as he told 

his story. 
Immediately after him came a 

man whose marriage had begun 
thirty-five years ago, long before 

the boy had been born into this 
disappointing world. Calmly, but 

with deep feeling, he told how his 
wife had walked out of his home some 

twenty years previous, and how, 
though he had followed her to the ends 

of the earth, she had refused to come 
back to him or to give him any reason 

for desertion. 
A girl followed him. She bore a mirth

provoking resemblance to a cartoon, and 
she answered the questions indifferently, 
without any show of feeling. Yet, when 
she passed me on her way from the court
room, there was a dark flush under her 
skin, and her hands were tightly clenched. 

Next came a sweet little old Swedish 
woman, who had been a trained nurse. 
Haltingly and in a trembling voice she told 
a tale of unbelievable cruelty, long endured. 

"Could you have gone on living with 
him, and enjoyed health and happiness?" 
asked the Judge mechanically. 

"Oh, no," she exclaimed, looking up with 
terror in her haunted eyes. 

And she, like the others, was speedily 
restored to her unmarried status. 

The wheels ground on, stopping only 
occasionally while the Judge retired to his 
chambers to perform a marriage! First 
there were routine (Continzted on page 194) 
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Marriage Can Profit From Divorce 
( C anti nued from page JI) 

questions of the resident witness as to how long 
he had known the complainant, whether he 
could swear that he or she had been "person
ally present" in Reno every day of the required 
six weeks; then the same questions were asked 
of the complainant, who-perhaps with his 
bags parked and his ticket bought for the East 
-swore that he had come to Reno with the in
tention of making it his permanent home, and 
that that intention still remained. After this, 
there were a few questions as to causes, and 
about financial arrangements and provision 
for children, all of which, in these uncontested 
cases, had been arranged in advance. Then the 
complainant left the courtroom a free man or 
woman. 

So the morning went on until the tragedy of 
it was almost more than T could bear. There 
was occasional light in the gloom-· the woman 
who complained that her husband had "a 
superior complex"-the case of Love vs. Love 
---the residence witness who had obviously been 
pbnning for weeks her costume and headdress 
for this, her day in court-the man who solemn
ly replied to the Judge's question as to his oc
cupation that he was working in a gambling 
house-the case of Kutt vs. Nutt--the fuzzv 
blonde telephone operator who made what she 
would call "passes" at the Judge. But these 
bright spots were few and far between, and I 
lPft court that first day knowing that however 
I may have felt in the past, I now understood 
why a distinguished American had said, after 
his lirst day in these same divorce courts, that 
Reno was the last stand of libertv in this 
countrv. For much as we mav feel that whom 
Cod hath joined together 'no man should 
put asunder, when we hear a decent-looking 
man tell in a low. shamed voice how the wife 
with whom he had hoped to establish a home 
had refused to have children because she feared 
thcv would interfere with the round ·Of sports 
ancf society which f1lled her life, we know that 
the Judge is right in giving that man a second 
chance to find a woman who will make him 
a home. \Ve know that he and his wife were 
joined not by God, but by a cruel joke of a 
cruel Nature. 

When we hear a woman tell the Judge how 
she had begged her husband not to go on with 
his trade of bootlegging because it was such a 
bad example to the children whom she "was 
trying to bring up right"; when we hear her 
say that she finally left him because he started 
to initiate the older boy into the mysteries of 
his trade, we know that a just God had not 
meant that woman to be indissolublv bound to 
that man. to sacrifice her children's lives as 
well as her own in remaining with him. 

A'J.D so, when I had spent sufficient time in 
the courtroom to be able to disentangle my 

mind from my emotions, to think clearly about 
these tragedies that were being acted out before 
me, I began to analyze which marriages had 
been doomed to failure from the beginning and 
why, which homes might have been saved and 
how. I felt that if I could do this; if I could 
make people see what I saw, hear what I heard, 
feel what I felt, tempered perhaps by the 
opinions and judgments of those to whom 
custom makes this a less upsetting emotional 
experience than it was to me, I might accom
plish something constructive in the midst of all 
this drstruction. One of the judges had said 
to me: 

"If you can make every boy and girl about 
to enter into marriage see the end for some of 
those who have preceded them, show them the 
procession of lost hopes llling by my bench, I 
do believe they will pause before entering 
li"htly into it, before contracting a marriage 
that can not succeed; if you can show e\·ery 
man and woman in whose married lives the 
little things are beginning to pile up into a 
non- tra' ersable mountain of misunderstanding, 
the fimilarity in these shipwrPcked marriages 
to certain trends in their own situations, I do 

belie\·e they may make a real effort to check 
them; if you can make them hear others testify 
to the perhaps grea~r injustices and sufferings 
that they have borne, they may make up their 
minds that their own grievances are not so 
bad, and determine to try once more; if you can 
somehow make for every license bureau and 
every lawyer's office a picture of the divorce 
court as it really is, I believe something will 
have been accomplished toward greater for
bearance in marriage, and so toward more con
tented, happy homes." 

Nearly every one wants to make his mar
riage a success. If we omit that small and un
important minority of dull-witted persons who 
are incapable of success in any relationship of 
life, the light-minded ones to whom nothing 
is serious except the achieving of the next thrill, 
and those who are too insensitive to be un
happy, too stupid or frivolous to be >aved, we 
still have left the long procession of those who 
set out on the sea of matrimony with high hopes 
and resolutions, faith and ideals, only to see 
their little bark clashed against the rocks be
fore they know that it is in danger, before they 
have been warned so that they may try to save 
it. 

WHAT happened between the day that they 
went so happily and hopefully to the altar 

to merge their lives, and the one when they 
came before a judge to have them unbound? 
\\'hat is it that happens to people so devastat
ing that it changes from love .to hate the feeling 
they have for each other, changes their entire 
life pattern? The cruelties, the desertions, the 
infidelities they report are not the real causes. 
Every divorce judge knows that legal grounds 
for divorce are one thing, psychological ones 
quite another. And every one who has given 
the subject serious study knows, too, that the 
psychological reasons given and believed to be 
the basis for unhappiness arc themselves often 
not the real ones. These things could not have 
occurred except as the result of something 
deeper, more fundamental, something that 
probably those whose lives have been ruined 
by it would not recognize. 

For after a time no difference, no misunder
standing, no quarrel reflects just the episode 
itself. lt is made up of the accumulation of all 
the little grievances and hurts, expressed and 
unexpressed, of all the previous difierences and 
misunderstandings and quarrels. When this 
has happened, the quarrel is no longer an 
isolated, misery-bearing episode, but part of a 
state of resentment or indifference which has 
become chronic. 

What is it that causes these things that in 
time so bruise "the spiritual anatomy" of two 
people that they can no longer live together in 
peace and contentment? If we could flnd that 
out, we might help boys and girls, who are now 
at the beginning of their journey, to make it 
end as they hope, in the green pastures of con
tentment and domestic happiness. For the 
desire to achieve a happy marriage is such a 
fundamental of the human heart that I am 
convinced that if we could find some way to 
assure it, the world would promptly become a 
better place to Ii ve in. 

But in that clearing house of human misery 
that is Reno, I learned that there is no royal 
road to this bourne, no simple, easy, or e\·en 
recognizable hurdle that we may jump into 
the promised land. For each case is different, 
and while a study of them can show some of the 
pitfalls, even a compiling of all the reasons 
given in all the divorce courts of the world 
would not present a definite and infallible 
formula for Mary Smith, smiling behind her 
wedding veil, or for John Brown, stepping for
ward so happily to meet her. 

Yet there are some weaknesses in human 
nature so universal, some failings on the part 
of men or of women so general, that an analysis 
of them is worth making to show to those who 
have them their folly and their danger. 



Marriage Can Profit From Divorce 
Probably one of the most common of the 

causes of unhappiness as they affect women is 
illustrated by the case of a beautiful, high-bred 
woman whom I saw one day in the_courtroom. 
I had wondered what could have occurred 
sufficiently wounding to impel her to go 
through the obvious agony that she was suffer
ing in that room. She was one of the few who 
seemed to hesitate over the essential mis
representations about residence intention, to 
choke over the necessary falsehood. She told 
her story in a voice so low that even the Judge 
had to strain forward to hear it. She said that 
her husband had a possessive attitude toward 
her that allowed her no individuality of opinion 
or of choice. He expected that she would sub
ordinate any ideas she had to his, would live no 
life except his, would discard any interests that 
he did not share, especially those that would 
prevent her always being there if he happened 
to want her; he demanded that she see only 
the friends he liked, giving up any for whom 
he did not care-·a modern version, with the 
voluntary feature left out, of forsaking all 
others and cleaving only to her husband. This 
meant leaving her alone without friends or 
resources while he was indulging in his own 
hobbies or pastimes of bridge of an evening, 
golf of a Sunday, and fishing trips of a summer. 
She had borne this for ten years, had sat at 
home alone day after day, night after night, 
but-and here her voice almost died out alto
gether-she felt that she could not go on with 
it any longer and keep her sanity. 

1 HAVE no doubt that this attitude-a hang-
over from the days when man and wife were 

supposed to be one, and that one the man-is 
the cause not only of much dissatisfaction and 
unrest on the part of intelligent women, but 
also of the very idleness of women of which 
many men complain, and which undoubtedly 
brings many evils in its train. Whenever I 
heard it told in court, I thought of a couple 
of my own acquaintance, consisting of a pleas
ant, sufficiently able man and a talented wife. 
For ten years after they were married she gave 
up her friends, who, being primarily interested 
in art, bored her husband, gave up the sculp
ture in which she had begun a successful career, 
even sat meekly by while he forbade her ac
cepting an order that not only would have en
hanced her reputation but would have added 
to the none-too-healthy family fortune. But 
after ten years there came to her the feel
ing that she was wasting her life, devoting her
self to a husband who seemed to have lost all 
interest in her and to a child who would shortly 
be beyond the need of her care. Suddenly the 
future loomed up before her drab, desolate, in
tolerable, and she made a declaration of inde
pendence. 

She was perfectly frank and honest about it. 
She told her husband that she was going back 
to her sculpture, going to see her old friends and 
any new ones that interested· her, going to 
recognize only one restriction, that of being 
true to herself and to her own conscience. He 
was stunned, furious. But she was determined, 
and the result points a moral. 

Some one has said that a man marries a 
woman because she is different from any 
woman he has ever known, yet, as soon as they 
are married, he tries to make her over on the 
pattern of his mother and sisters. That is what 
this man had done, and, once he seemed to have 
succeeded, he lost all interest in his creation. 
Then she made her declaration of independence, 
and promptly he found her all of the things she 
had seemed to him in the beginning-interest
ing, companionable, lovable. Now he is so 
proud of her that he is a bore to his friends. 

That man's wife has not landed in the divorce 
courts. As I sat there myself day after day, 
hearing the stories of her meek sisters who had 
struggled to please, I could not but wonder how 
many of them might have been saved by a 
similar declaration of independence, by re
storing to their husbands what they did not 

k11Dw they had lost, by giving them what they 
did not realize they wanted. 

Men, at any rate during the days that I was 
in court, were much less frequent complainants 
in divorce actions than women. There are 
those who will say that they have less cause 
for complaint; but there are ways of accounting 
for it other than that. Men frequently permit 
their wives to get the divorce, or even urge 
them to do so when it is they who want it; also, 
men can bear marital unhappiness more easily 
than women, not only because their "love is 
of their lives a thing apart," not the essential 
core of happiness it is to women, but also be
cause they have so much more freedom of 
action outside their homes and marriages. One 
of the judges told me that the majority of men 
seek a divorce only in the event that they want 
to remarry. Certainly a large number of those 
I met were planning to do so. But this, too, 
gave me a different reaction from the one I would 
have had without the personal contact my stay 
in Reno gave me. Before that, I had vaguely 
considered that a divorce for the purpose of 
remarriage was an indication of lightmindness, 
even of depravity; there, I saw that it was more 
frequently evidence only of a pitiful eagerness 
for a new chance at happiness. 

Most of the men I heard testify charged 
mental cruelty. A large number of them com
plained of the absence of cooperation or en
couragement on the part of their wives; and a 
number of cases ·1 saw showed how lack of 
sympathy, tolerance, and encouragement could 
warp and cramp everything a man tried to do 
until his whole nature, his characteristics, his 
achievements, were altered by it. 

QNE man whom I got to know rather well 
while he was waiting for his divorce decree 

gave a perfect example of this. He was a 
magnificent-looking person with a fine physique 
and a handsome head, but with a naive, little
boy quality about him that contrasted strange
ly with his appearance and with the fierce in
tensity with which he told me the things that 
had led to his applying for a divorce: 

"I admired her greatly. She seemed to have 
all the qualities I lacked and should like to have 
had. And T was willing that she should be the 
stronger, that people should say that she was 
superior to me. I was proud of her. But she 
got to be what a child I know calls proud of 
herself. She felt superior to me, and was con
tinually rubbing it in. Now, had she let me 
feel this good and hard every few months or 
every year or so, had she been tolerant and 
understanding, had respect for the honesty of 
my intention, and appreciation of what I was 
trying to do even if I didn't succeed, if she had 
encouraged me, I might have got somewhere
! don't know. But this constant belittling of 
my efforts at success and happiness, this con
stant succession of wounds to my spirit, finally 
broke me, and I didn't care what happened. 
Then, one day, it came over me that I could 
escape. Ever since then I have felt that I could 
breathe again, could get somewhere, make 
something of my life." 

Many men complained that the idleness of 
their wives had led to their marital trouble. 
Yet within the same session other men, or 
even those very same men, would express re
sentment that their wives wanted to go on with 
a job or a career after marriage. Leaving the 
courtroom one day after this point of view had 
been brought out in one form or another several 
times, I asked ex-Judge Bartlett what con
clusion he had reached about it. In reply, he 
quoted a passage from his book, "Men, 
Women, and Conflict," in which a young lawyer 
who had had much divorce experience had 
said: 

"I certainly do think a wife ought to work. 
Especially if there are no children. A job keeps 
a woman out of mischief, improves her health, 
and gives her an interest in the home that many 
otherwise do not have. Most of all, it helps use 
up her excess energy, which I believe causes 
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Marriage Can Profit From 
Divorce 

more ruction than we realize in a lot of homes. 
The man comes home tired after his day at the 
office, and his wife is full of pep. What's the 
result? She thinks he's getting to be an old 
crab, and he thinks she is losing her mind." 

"Of course, there are things to be said on the 
other side," the Judge added, "but when one 
sees some of the idle, useless women who come 
to court, it is difficult to remember them." 

I smiled. That very day I had watched two 
pretty, giggling ex-typists of about twenty get 
their divorces, one after the other, on the 
grounds of mental cruelty. The one said that 
her husband had a violent temper, which 
seemed easily understandable when one looked 
at her; the other complained that her husband 
nagged her about her housekeeping, which also 
seemed likely. After they got their divorces, 
they went prancing down the courthouse steps 
arm in arm-and that afternoon they both 
married again! Now, the Judge knew and I 
knew and every one else who saw them knew 
that in a year or so they would be back in court 
seeking another change, that they would con
tinue to do so as long as they could find men to 
marry them, and that would be as long as 
human nature is human nature. 

WHICH brings us to the whole matter of en
tering marriage too lightly, one of the im

portant reasons for our crowded divorce courts, 
1 and to the question of choice. For, among the 
men who marry girls of this type, as surely as 
among the girls who marry the male wasters 
who are their counterparts, are many who 
reallv want the sort of homes and children that 
mates of this kind will never be able to give 
them. 

Dr. Frank Crane used to say that there were 
only two great questions in the world--why he 
married her, and why she married him. The 
answer, of course, is sex attraction without any 
analysis or investigation or question. For if 
young people are romantically attracted to 
each other, they endow each other with all the 
qualities and virtues that seem desirable to 
them. Brainlessness becomes childlike inno
cence and arouses the protective instinct of the 
male, while a Don Juan tendency on the man's 
part rouses the vanity of the woman he has 
chosen above all others. 

If only young people could be made to view 
objectively the partner they are about to take 
for life, to give honest thought and consider
ation to the opinions of others who are dis
interested! I do not mean that they should 
take the statement or judgment of those who 
weigh a man or woman in the scales of their 
own pet social, financial, or other prejudices, 
but that they would do well to pause before the 
balanced judgment of those whom they respect, 
those who are in a position to observe objec
tively, and hear the real opinions of others. 

Then young people should talk things out 
together thoroughly before marriage: what 
they mean to put into it, what they expect to 
get out of it, what their hopes and ideals are 
If there are none, they should not expect that 
they will come with marriage. The old idea of 
marrying a person to reform him went out 
with "The Face on the Bar-room Floor" and 
other martyr exaltations. Engaged couples 
should especially talk out the question of 
children and of money, those frequent sources 
of misunderstanding in marriage. 

I told before of the man who had sought a 
divorce because his wife had refused to have 
children. That same session, another man, a 
young merchant, told how his wife's extrava
gance had cost him first his business, then his 
job; told how when he remonstrated with her, 
she had gone to an expensive sanitarium, 
claiming that his cruelty had made a nervous 
wreck of her. From there she had sued him for 
divorce on the ground of mental cruelty, telling 
him privately but frankly that had she not be
lieved that he had sufficient money to permit 
her all the luxuries she craved, she would never 
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Marriage Can Profit From 
Divorce 

have married him. This so hurt his vanity that 
he contested her suit, and filed the counter
suit, which he won. 

Had either of these men had a frank, honest 
talk in advance with the woman he planned to 
marry, it would have brought out the funda
mental differences in their views and ideals, 
and would have reduced the divorce figures of 
that particular courthouse that day from 
eighty-five to eighty-three. 

Compatibility, another important element 
in marital happiness, is a more difficult thing 
to be sure about through the haze of romance. 
It can so easily be confused with a biologic urge 
for each other's presence. A community of in
terests, similar backgrounds, tastes, and am
bitions are all desirable, if not essential to com
plete compatibility. In a sufficiently long 
courtship or engagement, their presence can 
be ascertained. That they are important is 
shown, I believe, by the statistics I gathered 
for the article on marriages made in coeduca
tional colleges which appeared in Goon HousE
KEEPINC in April, 1931. They proved that less 
than one-eighth as many of these marriages 
end in the divorce court as of those contracted 
under circumstances less favorable for a full 
advance knowledge of each other. 

THERE is another essential for a completely 
happy marriage that I hesitate to mrntion 

because to so many people the mention of it is 
considered in bad taste, any reference to it an 
overemphasis of its importance. Yet, if this 
is to be an honest statement of what I learned, 
I have no choice. For while never once was 
sexual maladjustment given as a cause in court, 
practically all of those qualified to know
lawyers who had the confidence of their clients, 
judges who by their broad understanding suc
ceeded in penetrating beneath the legal causes, 
physicians, and psychiatrists-told me that it 
was responsible for ninety percent of the un
happy marriages: that is, while it may not be 
the apparent cause for the unhappiness, the 
other causes would not arise if there were sat
isfactory sexual adjustment. Where this is what 
it should be, people are blind to, or willing to 
put up with, faults that would seem intolerable 
otherwise. 

If this is true, and there is great weight of 
evidence to support it, it seems to me that we 
can no longer in conscience shy away from it, 
leaving young people to sink or swim, as we 
have done in the past. For education in this, as 
in most of the other phases of married life, will, 
in the eyes of those who have given the subject 
unbiased thought, help tremendously in many 
cases; they believe that the time has come to 
educate people to know what the sex relation
ship can mean in beauty and fulfillment, as a 
"mutual expression of comradeship and af
fection" which has "its source in the thought 
and purpose of God, first for the creation of 
human life, but also as a manifestation of di
vine concern for the happiness of those who 
have so wholly merged their lives."* 

They feel that the time has come to put the 
emphasis on the beauty of sex properly used 
rather than on its ugliness when unwisely used, 
to teach what it may mean when it is a part of 
the spiritual and mental oneness of two people 
rather than how degrading it is when this is not 
the case; to educate people in a technique of 
sex which involves consideration and thought 
for each other, and which should make for a 
sexual adjustment that would bring the com
plete physical satisfaction, contentment, and 
relief from tension, and, seeking that, do so 
much to bring marriage nearer to the heart's 
desire. 

Just as the question of sex brings the answer 
of education for marriage, so, too, do all the 
other phases of marriage come back to educa
tion. Formerly, in the good old days we like to 
idealize, preparation for home-making was so 
• (Quotation from a recent report of the Federal Council 
of Churches in America.] 
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Marriage Can Profit From 
Divorce 

much a part of a girl's subconscious back
ground and training that there was no need for 
her to devote time to it outside. Now, between 
school and the job that is sought immediately 
after, a girl does not have the opportunity to 
see what goes on in her home even if she is so 
fortunate as to have a real home, not a mere 
address for delicatessen delivery boys; even if 
she is so lucky as to have a home presided over 
by a wise mother, and cluttered up a bit by 
younger brothers and sisters. 

Again and again I heard men testify to the 
failure of wives to use to advantage the money 
they earned, to keep their homes or their chi!· 
dren in order, to make them comfortable. One 
man, a high-class mechanic, said that his wife 
had no idea of order nor of cooking. She had 
made a half-hearted effort in the beginning to 
keep their house clean, but she had never at
tempted to do any cooking until after the baby 
came, claiming that it was just as cheap to eat 
in restaurants. \Vhen the baby's coming meant 
going out separately for their meals, or leaving 
him alone, she made some little effort to get an 
occasional meal at home with the aid of a can
opener. But she soon gave up the attempt and, 
taking the baby, went back to her parents. Her 
husband understood that she had her old job 
back, and she was not asking anything from 
him except sufficient money to care for the 
baby. 

JUDGE CURLER, a fine, able, cultured gen
tleman, brought up by a Puritan mother to 

abhor divorce, but now, through his experience 
as a lawyer and on the bench, most liberal in his 
views, talked to me about this one day. He 
said that there were only two types of com-
plainants to whom he was unsympathetic, the 
women who wanted to live in luxury without 
giving anything in return, and the men who, 
having taken the best of a woman's life, wanted 
to leave her when she was no longer young and 
able to earn a living. He put the blame for this 
right up to parents who did not teach their 
children the responsibilities of life, did not 
teach their girls to give value for the things they 
recch·ed, did not teach their boys to play the 
game. 

Dr. David Snedden of Columbia believes 
with many other educators in teaching not only 
the practical domestic arts in our high schools, 
but in teaching to children and society in 
general the losses from divorce, and the 
"values which can be realized from the stabili
zation of the marriage relation." 

My experience in the divorce courts made me 
feel that, in addition to all this; boys and girls 
should be taught what the factors are that do 
stabilize marriage. They should learn what the 
elements are that build up a home, which are 
the ones that break it up. They should learn 
that some elements such as friends, time, in· 
terests, can be either cohesive or disruptive, 

• and that the wise handling of them by one or 
both of the mates will determine which they 
are to be. 

I said something like that at a dinner the 
night before I left Reno. It is interesting to 
know, parenthetically, that here in this town 
where a man and his wife could quarrel at 
breakfast-and many people do quarrel at 
breakfast!-and be divorced before lunch, all 
but one of the half-dozen or so prominent 
citizens at that party, including an ex-judge 
and the city attorney, were with the wives they 
had met in college and had been married to 
ever since. They agreed with my views, but 
drew other and more specific conclusions from 
their years of close daily contact with those 
seeking freedom. They felt that young people 
should be told to try to avoid the atmosphere 
of discord, the discussion of things on which 
they could not agree, until finally those ele
ments would have disappeared altogether; 
above all, they felt that each partner should be 
persuaded to go into marriage with a willing
ness to put in 7 5 percent of the effort, rejoicing 
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in a so percent return, and with the resolution 
to respect the other's individuality; they should 
be made to see that, only in so far as each part
ner is allowed to be an individual first and a 
husband or wife second, will he be able to con
tribute his own individual share to the success 
of the home. They should be taught enough 
human psychology to know that the more they 
identify themselves voluntarily with their 
mate's problems and situations, the more '1\--ili 
their own chances of similar cooperation in
crease, and with it their own happiness; they 
should be taught forbearance, tolerance for 
each other's weaknesses, and respect for hon
esty of intention and effort, as well as to use 
common sense and a sense of humor, to pay 
each other little loverlike attentions occasion
ally, especially when there is weariness or dis
couragement or some other special need for it. 

These experienced observers felt that much 
of the trouble was because the young people 
of this irresponsible age were unwilling to 
undergo the discipline that even the most con
genial of marriages involves during the adjust
ment period. They felt that no two people 
brought up for twenty years or more in differ
ent environments, with different backgrounds 
and training, possibly with different ideas and 
ideals, could come together and ·go on in one 
harmonious path without a little adjustment 
here, a bit of sacrifice there, and a great deal of 
love and understanding and sympathy every
where. And it is just this that these men and 
women felt the present generation was too im
patient to give; they enter marriage, not with 
the idea of making a go of it at all costs and at 
all personal sacrifice, but with the idea. that if 
it doesn't go, they can easily break it off and 
try again. So they are unwilling to make the 
effort to develop the qualities of strength and 
character that make of marriage a fine, en
during thing. They felt that if these young 
people could be taught to put as much con
scious efTort into making a go of marriage as 
they do into making a go of their business or of 
their social life, the millenium might not be 
here, but some of the divorce-court judges 
would have to join the ranks of the unemployed_ 

PERSONALLY, although r left this city of 
marriage disintegration with a sense of hope

lessness about marriage, I am no longer dis
couraged. A return to the places where the 
large majority of people remain married to the 
same mates until death doth them part con
vinces me that much of my despair about mar
riage was induced by seeing and hearing too 
much of divorce; convinces me that the cyni
cism of many people about marriage is due to 
the overemphasis em divorce stories and statis
tics in the news, an emphasis not justified by 
the facts. 

Of course, a happy marriage has no news 
value; there are no reporters standing outside 
happy homes to get stories about them for their 
papers; no paper has found it worth while to 
call attention to the fact that even though 
there is one divorce out of every six marriages 
in any year, each year there are five marriages 
for everv divorce added to the steadilv in
creasing- accumulation of permanent unions. 
In 19.30, for instance, with r,r28,r8o marriages 
and 191,6.30 divorces and 4,3.3.3 annulments re
ported, the number of permanent homes back 
of the divorce statistics was increased by 
9.32,217. 

Even though, with all this allowance, the 
present figures seem discouraging, we must re
member that we are going through a transition 
period in which men and women, too, are ad
justing themselves to woman's new economic 
and social position in the world, to a new philos
ophy of individual freedom and importance, to 
a world in which there are tremendous eco
nomic ups and downs, and in which the marry
ing generation is suffering from all the irre
sponsibility, lack of discipline, and cynicism 
that have followed in the wake of the most de
vastating war the world has ever known. 

I agree with Dr. J. P. Lichtenberger, Sec
retary of the American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, who says in a recent book: 
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Marriage Can Profit From 
Divorce 

"It does not seem reasonable to us to assume 
that a mode of life which is based upon the 
most fundamental qualities of human nature, 
which has evolved as the result of cumulative 
human experience, which has lasted through all 
the vicissitudes of changing civilizations from 
the beginning until now, is likely to be aban
doned because of the onslaught of hostile criti
cism of its present defects. . .. 

"\~e venture to assert our belief both in 
the perpetuity and in the improvement of 
marriage in the future." 

Alice Sit-By-The-Fire 
(Continued from page 43) 

J\Irs. Longworth's rooms belong no more to 
any one period then her friends belong: to 
any one stratum of social life, and they are 
selected, I rather think, for the same reasons
for their solidity, their comfort, their cheeriness, 
and their reliability. The superficialities that 
influence a great many people in the selection 
of their companions do not register even vague
ly with Alice Longworth. She is no respecter 
of position for its own sake, although she has 
the keenest appreciation of the mental quali
ties that may be responsible for that position. 
The only aristocracy as such that does not bore 
her to extinction is the aristocracy of achieve
ment, and at the altar of accomplishment burns 
a perpetual light ignited and kept alive by the 
spark of her enthusiasm. 

She is an insatiable reader, and were one to 
deh·e deeply enough into the over-sized hand
bag she is almost never without, one would find 
stray bits of poetry or numerous canny edi
torial observations she has clipped from the 
newspapers and saved to reread at her leisure 
before the fire. 

It may be in front of that same crackling fire 
in an overstuiied chintz chair in which her 
slim sturdy little body is all but submerged 
that "Kits," as l\hs. Longworth often calls 
her, cogitates over her latest enthusiasm, send
ing fl9wers to people of whom she is fond. 
These she forwards in color schemes uninflu
enced by convention, custom, or guidance, and 
her latest tribute to her doctor who has been in
disposed is, according to her mother's amusing 
description, an incredible offering in red, white, 
and blue that could be commended principally 
for its originality. 

What actually impels these gifts of flowers, 
apart from an instinctive generosity that is 
apparent in every department of Paulina's life, W h R bb is, if the truth be known, her joy at receiving 

• l•t out u ··ng the ~hank-you notes th?-t are inv~riably forth
commg. These she carnes about m her pockets 

P for days, reading and rereading them and rev-

1• h • 1 eling in her adult contact with her favorite 
0 r 0 I s I n g. I adults. 

Yet I am not at all certain that Paulina 
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thinks of the people she loves as being of any 
particular age any more than her mother has 
at any time in her life. Alice Longworth never 
learned to make a difference, feeling always 
that "age is a state of mind." Her friends range 
and always have, from the very young to the 
very old, and such is the miracle of her adapt
ability that by her mere entrance into a room 
she becomes an integral and living part of that 
generation in which she finds herself. 

These excursions from one decade to an
other are accomplished without any conscious 
effort on her part. At three in the afternoon 
she may be tinding answers to questions on 
which hinge the fate of nations, yet at four she 
can be found playing "monkey" with Paulina
"a melancholy monkey" as she puts it, "with 
simian W eltschmerz"-hopping on a chair, pre
tending it's the limb of a tree, her blue eyes 

1 
dark with excitement, her soft brown hair 
tumbling to her forehead, and her trimly-

' tailored wool dress rolled into a discouraging 
I mass of wrinkles. From a throat that usually 
utters gentle, cheery sounds, strident, easily 1 
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